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ABSTRACT
This paper aims at analysing the use of e- resources by faculty member and student.
The paper looks at those ideas by dividing in to 3 segments. (a) The quality online content
useful to academics in international teaching and research at the college level, including how
and where to locate such materials through guides, directories, gateway sites, repositories,
and various types of search engines. (b) Considerations about Internet use in college classes;
faculty and student assignments that use sources of information from the Internet. (c) There is
also consideration of characteristics and trends of student and faculty use of the Internet for
study purposes, the ‘‘invisible’’ or deep web, electronic information literacy for academics,
and maintaining current awareness on the fast-changing web.
Keywords: Databases, Electronic Journals, Electronic Resources.
1. INTRODUCTION
In todays information world, whether planned or not, mature library web sites are
used as fully fledged electronic libraries. Most major academic library web sites offer a
substantial array of library services (such as reference, interlibrary loan, reserve services,
instructional tutorials, and circulation) with extensive electronic collections. Increasingly they
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provide direct links to numerous external discovery tools and services, which often result in
confusion for their users who, once they enter, can easily become lost as they navigate
outside the walls of our electronic internal infrastructures.
Students, faculty, and professionals now use a variety of sources for articles,
including electronic journals, print journals, (Tenopir, Carol and Donald W. King. 2001) Web
sites of professional organizations, authors Web sites, e-mail from colleagues and e- print
servers (Dillon and Hahn 2002). Print remains important for at least some information for all
subject disciplines and as part of the research process for undergraduates (Dilevko and
Gottlieb 2002). Even as early as 1996, academic users expressed dissatisfaction with library
collections of printed journals, books, and conference proceedings (Bancroft et al. 1998).
Although both browsing and searching remain important information seeking
strategies, electronic journals in particular, full text databases are causing a decrease in
browsing titles, while searching by topic has increased (Sathe, Grady, and Giuse 2002);
(Tenopir and King 2000). Browsing of core journals by tables of contents remains important,
but searching by topic for additional journals and articles is increasingly popular, particularly
in large, mixed journal title databases. Most libraries offer a combination of these large full
text databases, which facilitate searching, and journal systems from publishers, which
facilitate browsing.
(Worlock 2002) found that articles recommended by colleagues were more often in
print than in electronic format. Contradictory results were obtained by Tenopir and King, the
major advantages of electronic journals (Palmer and Sandler 2003). (MacDonald and
Dunkelberger 2000) also found that most undergraduates in a composition class were always
or almost always likely to use a recommended full-text database provided by the library as a
first stop for information; the next largest group went first to the Web, and the smallest group
went first to print. When searching on a mixed full-text or bibliographic database, many said
they always restricted their search to full text.
Faculty members and librarians can influence students’ choices of electronic
resources, although faculty may not always be familiar with the range of sources available to
them through the library. Librarians should stress the importance of all library materials,
including print and electronic resources, since undergraduate students value
recommendations (Dilevko and Gottlieb 2002).
2. OBJECTIVES
i)
ii)
iii)

To analyse the respondent’s duration and quantum of time utilization in search of
information through internet
To examine the respondent’s frequency and purpose of using internet in their
academic and research purposes
To find out the gaps in the utilization of E-Resources and internet among the student
and faculty and student members of Arts & science colleges.

3. HYPOTHESES
i)
ii)

There is a significant faculty and student wise variation with respect to respondents’
internet use behavior in terms of habit of browsing and internet access.
There is a significant faculty and student wise variation with respect to respondents’
frequency of using various databases and web sites.
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4. METHODOLOGY
This study attempts to examine the internet use behaviour among the faculty and
student members and students of Arts & science colleges in vellore district. It is primarily a
fact-finding venture. The identified facts are cross tabulated with the student and faculty and
student background, and occupational background of the respondents. Thus it gives an
analytical orientation to this study and the design of this study is partly exploratory in nature
and partly analytical in nature.
5. SAMPLING
The investigator has selected six self financing Arts & science colleges in vellore
district, viz., 1.Marudhar kesari jain college for woman College, Vaniyambadi, 2.Tirupattur
Arts & science college, Tirupattur 3.Mazharul Uloom arts & science College, Ambur,
4.K.M.G, college of Arts & science, Gudiyattam. 5. Voorhess Arts & science college,
Vellore, 6. D.K.M. Arts & science college, Vellore. From each college 50 respondents are
selected as samples. While selecting samples a stratification method is applied with a view to
give relative weightage to the students and faculty and student members of different
designations. Thus, the sampling of the study comes under stratified random sampling.
6. DATA COLLECTION
The investigator has employed a well structured questionnaire for collecting the data
from the respondents of the six Arts & science colleges of vellore district. The investigator
has sent questionnaires to all the selected colleges who work at different student and faculties
of self financing Arts & science colleges of vellore district. The questionnaires have been
designed to elicit background information of the student and staff members, duration and
quantum of internet use, nature and type of information required, information sharing
behaviour and achievements, database use and so on. The questionnaires have been prepared
in such a way that the respondents could easily understand them.
7. DATA ANALYSIS
The collected data are classified and tabulated according to the objectives and
hypotheses stated. First, the data are recorded on data sheets and then fed to the computer
personally.
A study of data in Graph 1 indicates the discipline oriented websites wise
respondents’ ranking of e-resources and other services utility of selected colleges faculties
and students. It is noted that out of the total 300 respondents of associate professor occupy
the first position (48.48%) in the first priority with respect of sending reply, professors the
second position (23.64%) assistant professors and student lost position in the first priority.
The second priority students first position (57.69%), professors are second position (40%)
and assistant professor the last (16%). The third priority assistant professors the first position
(73.33%), professors second position of (36.36%) and students the last (31.73%).
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Data presented in graph 2 indicate the designation wise respondent’s frequency of
library visits for the purpose of searching subject databases. It could be noted that out of 300
respondents first priority of assistant professors much interest to visit libraries in (40.91%).
Professors are minimum interested the visit library purpose of searching subject databases
(21.82%). The second priority (60%) of professors to utilize library searching the subject
databases, third priority (16.35%) of students minimum use of library visit for the purpose of
database searching.
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Graph 2
Study of the data in graph 3 indicates the institution designation wise respondents’
Online access catalogue (OPAC). It could be noted that out of the total 300 respondents
associate professors (30.3%) of them highly use Online access catalogue (OPAC) and
(31.73%) of them second priority in student the first position professors (65.45%) use of
Online access catalogue (OPAC) first position of third priority. Totally in this data professors
is minimum (12.73%) use of library in selected colleges.
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It is significant to note that out of the total respondents, (54.55%) of them Arts &
science college professors highly use library for their accessing e-documents purpose,
(25.96%) of them give to second priority in Arts & science college students and associate
professors (39.39%) use in selected college libraries as e-document accessing.
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Data presented in graph 5 denote that Arts & science college students minimum use ejournal accessing (17.31%) the first priority the associate professors gives second priority
minimum use of e-journal accessing (15.15%) third priority Arts & science college associate
professors is maximum use of library (39.39%) e-journal accessing.
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Study of the data in graph 6 indicates the institution designation wise respondents
professors second priority is the first position (67.27%), use that lost priority for sending and
receiving e-mails, (10.91%). The students selected Arts & science college use first position of
first priority (25%) and third priority of first position associate professor occupied first
position (31.82%) for the purpose of sending and receiving e-mails.
Graph 7 data’s are presented professors gives to third priority of maximum use of
library in (74.55%), students maximum use of library (64.42%), associate professors
(59.09%), assistant professor give third priority maximum utilization of (58.67%).
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The evaluated graph 8 data says that the first priority of career information using the
library students maximum (63.46%) associate professors utility second priority in first
position (46.97%), (41.82%) first position of third priority in professors and minimum use of
career information to collect library in selected colleges associate professors (16.67%) second
priority lost position is assistant professors (20%) students using lost position of third priority
(8.65%) to use library for the propose of career information.
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It is seen clearly from the above discussion that respondents rated mainly first order
priority to access to e-documents and career information.
A study of data indicates the designation wise respondents’ utilization of internet, eresources services offered by the selected Arts & science colleges. Majority of the Associate
Professor rate first order priority to availability of discipline oriented web sites (48.48%) and
subject data base (40.91%) in the Arts & science college. The professor respondents occupy
the first position with respect to their first rating on access to e-documents (54.55%) and
access to e-journals (60%). Majority of the Students rate second order priority to availability
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of discipline oriented web sites (57.69%) in the Arts & science college. In general Students
and Assistant Professor rank first order to career information from internet resources.
8. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION
The professor respondents are fully satisfied with e-resource and internet. The
findings of the extent of using university computer reveals the following facts. The
respondents of frequently use of college computer occupies the first position among college
staff, often use the second and occasionally use the last. The findings of the extent of using
college computer indicates the following facts. The Assistant Professor respondents
frequently colleges computer. Majority of the respondents learn internet either in their
department computer and home computer or computer in the engineering college and at the
browsing centre.
A study about the satisfaction on internet resources reveals the following facts.
Majority of the respondents are satisfied with e-mail service, voice chatting, bullet board
service, document delivery service and discussion forum of internet services. The professor
and curter respondents are mainly satisfied with various forms of internet services.
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